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As a growing brand, we are
excited to share our  success
stories with our partners who
are the catalyst of our
growth. It has been a long
and enriching journey with
each milestone testifying our
commitment and drive to
excel.  Following the launch
of VIZSTORE, we are all set
to launch the web version of
the application this month. 

Solving the problems of retailers in the furniture and
furnishings industry, this technology aims to
revolutionize traditional retail commerce. The initial
response to the product has been overwhelming across
geographies and we are convinced that the web
version rollout will further fuel the momentum. 

With that said, the team at Flipspaces continues to
evolve and adapt to changing dynamics & unlock
potential opportunities while creating value for our
shareholders.

FLIPNOTE

Partner,
Head of Product 

 



NAUTICAL
Warm, Relaxing & Positive

An interior design style based on white
or sand-colored foundation, with BLUE
as the primary accent color.



Honored to be felicitated as the 
"MOST INNOVATIVE & CREATIVE

INTERIOR DESIGN COMPANY OF THE
YEAR 2021" 

at National Architecture and Interior Design
Excellence Awards 2021

FLIPAWARDS



This interior captures the carefree and
adventurous spirit of the avant-garde
lifestyle. It features creative application of
rich patterns and vibrant colors, especially
those with orange or purple tones.

BOHEMIAN



FLIPPARTNER

Monarch Serenity is an ultimate reflection of
the urban chic lifestyle located in Bangalore.
The project hosts in its lap exclusively
designed Residential Apartments, each being
an epitome of elegance and simplicity.
The project is spread over 33000 Sq Ft area.

MONARCH SERENITY



ATS Bouquet is truly spectacular and is
one-of-its-kind office and retail complex
entry of ATS. Capturing this nugget of a
property are three towers spread over 7.5
acre, situated in Sector 132, at the heart of
the commercial hub in Noida Expressway.

FLIPPARTNER

ATS BOUQUET



Salarpuria Dominion is a Grade A property
developed and maintained by Sattva
Group. It is located in Race Course Road,
Bangalore. The project was built in 2008
with a total built up area of 41,000 sq ft.

FLIPPARTNER

SALARPURIA DOMINION



Minimalist modern, glamorous chic, ethnic
heirlooms, and edgy experimental designs all
collide in a distinctively 21st-century setting.

URBAN MODERN
Artistic & Creative Expression



FLIPDELIVERED

HYDERABAD



Featuring gentle contours, playful accent
colors, and a balance of engineered and
organic materials, Scandinavian furniture
are simple, contemporary, and functional.

SCANDINAVIAN



FLIPFUN

 

Celebrating
small
moments
with each
other is
important —
especially
during a time
when
maintaining
connection is
difficult yet
so important.



 
Do share your stories,

comments and feedback
marketing@flipspaces.com

which we will incorporate in
the next issue.

HOPE YOU ENJOYED READING

FLIPTALES!


